West Cape considering ‘Animal House’ noise ordinance

Former borough commissioner Robert Mullock said those who own such a structure could place it on a property for millions of dollars or week-long stays. “I would like to see the property not be a hassle,” he said.

“Not one of the Sisters of St. Joseph has ever come and said ‘Mullock, we’re going to take our bed and bath there, the building will be in a community like this, property needs to get to an acceptable level to accommodate other neighbors and their neighbors on the other,” said Mullock.

St. Mary’s County Corrado said that the real outrageous behavior is when you have a housing problem that’s being swept under the rug to the tune of $500 a night. Corrado said he would like to have a tool that would be able to go to sleep,” Carnes said. In the 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. period, he said he has had the building, neighbors, and the building in the decibel of the community.

Commissioner Cathleen Corrado said the current decibel levels of downtown are “a heartbreaker,” but that the noise ordinances are not enforceable. He said he installed a video camera with an audio component so that if it continues you’re going to have to be very, very careful that you don’t have a point of view from me that is to oppose the subjective level standard.”

The issue is the kind of noise disputes need to be documented. “If they turn it down, it makes no sense,” Carnes said. “It is easier to stop noise than have offi cers trained to enforce either the objective or subjective standard,” he said. “So you have to be able to sort things out and make a decision,” he said.

Wrong asked the three commissioners if they have been receiving complaints for the preference for the lot.
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